Entertainment Engineering Internship

PostingID: 1070416
Company: Escape or Die
Position Type: Internship
College Major(s): Entertainment Engineering

Website: www.escapeordie.lv.com
Work Location: Las Vegas, NV
Salary: DOE
College Level(s): Any

OVERVIEW
Escape or Die, a new Las Vegas escape room experience, gives participants super thrills as they determine whether or not they could survive 1) the apocalypse, 2) zombies, 3) biohazards and more!

They are seeking an EED student to perform using scripts from the moment players enter the facility. For entertainment engineering and design, escape rooms offer the opportunity to use automation, to create robots and other animatronics, and to test their models in a business setting learning whether or not the models and designs they create will stand up against daily hard use.

Roles and Responsibilities
Students will also be able to create their own scripts for approval, create sets and props, act on film making short videos and sound bites, and gain real world skills and training as an employee.

We have between 30-50 people a day who will put their products and designs to the test manipulating and often breaking these props. The students will gain a lot of practice designing, fixing, and improving their works. We use surveillance so they will be able to watch how the players interact with their designs and in turn they will be able to make constant improvements. Again they too will gain real world skills and training as an employee.

Qualifications and Education Requirements
We seek EED students interested in learning, growing and contributing to a growing new entertainment movement. Hours are flexible.

Where To Apply
Contact Tiana Elliott, Owner: escapeordie.lv@gmail.com; 702-912-4722